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• Present a method to connect Google Trends to survey 
results projecting national survey responses to smaller 
geographic regions (DMAs, cities).
◦ In addition to demographics, variation in Google Trends 

effectively describes local populations.

• Present several opportunities to apply “amplification”.
◦ Preference for “Assembled in America”
◦Happiness Index
◦Obama support prior to the 2008 election

• Provide a brief overview of methodology.
◦ Introduce Google Trends and Google Surveys

Summary



Who cares about “Assembled in America”?

National survey results for the 
statement: 

“I prefer to buy products that 

are assembled in America”

Sampled 1,000 respondents using 
Google Surveys fielding a single survey 
question.

• Strongly agree - 30.5%

• Agree - 32.0%

• Neutral - 27.9%

• Mildly disagree - 2.8%

• Strongly disagree - 6.8%



Predictors for “Assembled in America”
Build the prediction model using user cookie   
location



• Predict all DMAs using the prediction model built on limited survey 
data.

• Search interest mix for each DMA is used as "demographic attributes”.
• We call this survey amplification.

Amplify to all market areas (DMAs)



How does it work?



Google Survey



• Post-stratify small survey with large Google Trends data joining 
using geo.

• Model survey results using search interests.  Use spike-and-slab 
regression.

• 250+ potential interest predictors, not just demographic 
predictors.

Survey + Google Trends



Google Trends in Los Angeles vs. New York City

Los Angeles

Electric & Plug-In Vehicles
Vehicle Shows
Hybrid & Alternative Vehicles
Hiking & Camping
Toyota
Chevrolet

New York City

Judaism
Investing
Business News
Apt & Residential Rentals
Jewish Culture
Standardized & Admission Test



“In general, how satisfied are you with your life?”
Ed Glaeser, Joshua Gottlieb, and Oren Ziv, “Unhappy Cities”, NBER 20291 
Center for Disease Control (CDC) Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System 
survey.  Answers for 174 cities.  
• What kinds of queries are predictive of happy and unhappy cities?

Happiest Cities in the US?



Correlated search interest



SpikeSlab: Inclusion probabilities

• Build the prediction model using 
cookie location.



SpikeSlab: Bayesian variable selection

Bayesian model

• Prior = spike (point mass at 0) 
and slab (for variance)

• Monte Carlo simulation produces 
a large ensemble of “models”.

• Model = average over ensemble.

Choose categories.

• Prior influences how many 
categories are included.

• Posterior automatically 
incorporates model averaging 
and modeling uncertainty.

spike

slab



• Problem: A national survey of 1000 people is only 
meaningful nationally.

• Issues: Surveys are very noisy at geo-level.
◦ 1000 sample survey translates to avg. of 20 persons / 

state
◦ Even worse at DMA (210 DMAs) or city level (~10,000 

cities)

• Solution: Built model to predict answers to survey question 
(“Do you support Obama in the upcoming election?”) based 
on interests at the city-level.

2012: How many people in a state support 
Obama?



Build a model to predict Obama support

Google Trends categories 
correlated with Obama support.

white = positive predictor
black = negative predictor

Searches in these categories are not 
causal.  But states where these 
categories rank highly are likely to 
predict support for Obama.



Model is successful at projecting survey results 
by state

UT

HI

DC

...the majority of states’ 
actual vote share 
aligns with Survey 
Amplification 
prediction

A handful of outliers: 
DC, Hawaii & Utah

Results can be 
recreated at the city- and 

DMA-level



• Combining surveys with Google Trends
◦ yields demographic-like understanding,
◦ yields out-of-sample predictions,
◦ support geo targeting,
◦while preserving privacy

• Modelling uses
◦ post-stratification
◦ variable selection

Conclusions


